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Acmhaing (AHKwang) The modern meanings of  this word are capa-
bility, power, influence and capacity, but the older meaning was an act 
of  encircling or encompassing and by transference the ability to exert 
influence over something in a concentrated way.   

An/Na (un, nuh) These are the articles, and simply mean ‘the,’ but 
unlike English, Gaelic differentiates between singular and plural forms. 
Thus an rí means ‘the king’ and na rígh means ‘the kings.’ Likewise, Gael-
ic differentiates between genitives and nominatives (the difference be-
tween the English ‘their’ and ‘they’) and masculine and feminine nouns. 
The following forms are true to Classical Gaelic, the mutual ancestor of  
modern Irish and Scottish Gaelic:

Glossary
The following wordlist is offered as a handy guide to the Gaelic terms 

used in the rules. A very general suggestion of  the pronunciation is 
offered in parentheses. Note that gh and ch are both gutterals. Ch is pro-
nounced as in Scottish ‘loch,’ while gh (and dh in the original word) is the 
same sound voiced. In the guide, a is pronounced as in grass.

an fear       the man
an fhear       the man’s

an fhir       the men
na bhfhear   the men’s

an chos the leg 
na coisi the leg’s

na cossa the legs
na gcos the legs’

Aireachtas (EYE-ruchtus) the abstract quality of  leadership and 
nobility.

Athdhúiseacht (uh-GHOO-shahcht) resurrection.

Bandía (ban-JEE-uh) This is a compound of  día, meaning god, and 
ban, meaning woman. The meaning is ‘goddess.’
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Banfhéis (BAHN-AYSH) This is a compound of  ban, meaning wom-
an, and féis. This latter word means a festival or feast, but originally it 
meant a lying-in as in the lying together of  a man and woman. It was 
thus the word for a wedding, though this had different connotations than 
a modern wedding. There were ten different kinds of  marriage under 
Brehon law, but these fell under the law of  céilsine and included more 
than just unions that could generate children.

Bean (BAN) In the plural and genitive, this word meaning a woman 
becomes mná. The búadh listed as Gair na Mná Sídhe thus means Cry 
of  the Woman of  the Burial Mound or more colloquially Cry of  the 
Banshee. 

Biorachdearg (BIR-rach-jarug) The word biorach means a sharply 
pointed object like a spear, but metaphorically it also meant a look or 
glance shot out of  the eye. Balor’s ‘baleful eye’ was probably connected 
in some way to the sun which could ‘strike’ a person with its heat (thus 
‘sun-stroke’) and which was often conceived as a great, divine eye. This 
sense of  the sun striking people is probably why Balor was also called 
beimneach — ‘the smiter’ — and thus his battle with Lugh is a kind of  
symbolic battle between the life-giving and death-dealing powers of  the 
sun. Dearg simply means ‘red’ so biorachdearg means ‘red-pointed’ or 
‘red-eyed’ suggesting a pun on a bloody spear and a bloodshot, irritated 
eye.

Brat (BRAHT) a cloak.

Briughas (BRYOO-dhus) This is the abstract quality of  a briughu 
who offered hospitality to any who came under his or her roof. The 
office and social role of  a briughu extended back into pre-Christian cul-
ture. As a reflection of  the otherworldly mead-hall wherein the cauldron 
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of  plenty gave feast to the brave, a briughu had to be able to supply the 
benefits of  abundant hospitality — meat and alcohol — to whomever 
arrived. Thus, he or she had to obey the “law of  a hundred,” keeping 
a hundred cattle and supporting a hundred dependents at least. This 
generosity was outside the usual social landscape and the bruidhen (or 
hostel) was a place where opposing kings could meet without violence, 
though many tales tell of  how violence did break out, destroying the 
bruidhen. Even now, bruidhinn means ‘talk’ in modern Scottish Gael-
ic, a kind of  reverse of  the process that gives us ‘Parliament’ (from the 
French word for ‘talk’). Thus, briughas means abundance and riches.

Brón (BRONE) literally this means heaviness, but by extension it means 
sorrow.

Claidheamh (KLAY-ghuv) a sword.

Cóirbhreath (CORE-vrath) fitting judgment.

Díoghainn (JEE-uh-ghuin) The word gann means scarcity. The prefix 
dí- means the opposite, so díoghainn means not-scarce; hence plentiful.

Ériu (AIR-yoo) the name of  the sovereignty goddess of  the Island of  
Ireland. The very word ‘Ireland’ comes from her name: Ériu-land.

Éscae (AYSH-kuy) This is an old name for the moon. Nowadays you 
will see and hear ‘Geallach’ for the moon, but this simply means ‘the 
bright one.’ There were a number of  different names for the moon in 
the early tradition. 

Flaitheas (FLA-hus) the abstract quality of  lordship.

Gae (GUAY – but not GWAY) a spear.
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Gair (GAYR) a loud, inarticulate cry suggesting at once both a laugh or 
shout.

Geineamhain (GYA-nuh-vun) the act of  conception though not nec-
essarily sex in itself. It is a distant cousin to the word ‘generation.’

Grían (GREE-uhn) the sun.

Lorg (LOR-ug) This word has an array of  meanings. Its usual meaning 
in the modern language is a track or trace of  something left in passing. 
In Scottish Gaelic to be an lorg sin’ means to be behind something since 
you’re literally “in its track,” but in the early language it could also mean 
the thing that made that track. Since a track tends to be a single, shallow 
furrow left in the ground, lorg could also mean a stick, staff or rod. In 
the Second Battle of  Magh Tuireadh, the Dagda leaves Sliocht Luirg an 
Dhagdae, the Track of  the Dagda’s Lorg. There are a great many other 
meanings and puns that are buried in this term, but there isn’t the space 
to get into them here.

Mac (MAC) a buy and thus by extension a son.

Marbh (MAR-uv) based on the adjective marbh, meaning dead, this 
means a dead person.

Na: (See An/Na above)

Príomh- (PREE-uv) This is a prefix meaning ‘first’ and is cognate with 
the modern English term ‘prime.’

Púca (POO-cuh) a boggart, pixie or other land spirit that can be either 
evil or good depending on its whim. It is cognate with the Welsh term 
bwci which denotes a goblin and gives us the word boogeyman. In Ire-
land, the púca often shows up as a fairy-horse or other similar shape-
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shifting animal.

Rí/Ríoghan (REE / REE-uh-ghun) king/queen. This word, cognate 
with Latin rex, French roi, and Sanskrit raj, is also connected to our En-
glish word rich. It denoted someone with the ability to secure abundance 
for his or her people, usually through interaction with divine forces and 
almost always through military ability.

Ríastartha (REE-uh-star-ha) This is a fairly unique term and is only 
really found applied to Cú Chulainn. It means ‘distorted’ or ‘contorted’ 
and referred to his bizarre transformation in battle.

Ruireachas (RI-ruh-chus) This is a word based on a compound of  
the prefix ro- meaning ‘great’ or ‘excessive’ and rí meaning ‘a king.’ It 
is the abstract quality of  being the greatest of  lords. It should be noted, 
however, that it is genderless (unlike our words lord and king) and can be 
applied to queens as easily.

Samildánach (SAH-mil-DAHN-uch) this is a compound adjective 
meaning ‘in possession of  a great many skills.’ The word dán means ‘art’ 
in the sense of  a skill or practical knowledge. It has the same force as our 
word ‘gift’ when used to mean a skill. Dánach turns it into an adjective, 
so someone who is dánach has a gift for a given skill. Il- means many or 
mulit- so ildánach means ‘having many skills.’ Sam- as a prefix means 
‘joined together,’ so samildánach denotes someone having many differ-
ent skills joined together in the same person.

Sídh (SHEE) This word originally meant a burial mound, the use of  
which began during the Neolithic period. These were places of  religious 
observance as the veneration of  ancestors as well as various gods and 
goddesses occurred at such burial mounds and naturally accompanied 
the idea that these were entrances into the life and land of  the dead. 
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Thus, sídh came to be associated with what in English has often been 
termed the Otherworld, and by transference the term shifted from the 
place to those who dwell there. In this way the sídh came to mean the 
legendary ancestors, old Celtic gods and goddesses, and eventually the 
various spirits living in the land. 

Solus (SO-lus) this was originally an adjective meaning ‘bright’ but in 
the modern language it became used for the thing itself.

Tadhall (TAH-dhull) a meeting or joining for counsel.

Tarbh (TAR-uv) a bull.

Tine (TCHEE-nuh) fire.

Tír (TCHEER) land or territory.

Troghan (TROH-ghun) this was a poetic term for the earth. The 
phrase brón troghain, ‘heaviness of  the earth,’ became a poetic term 
for Autumn as the land was heavy with produce but also sorrowful as it 
turned toward the darker half  of  the year. 

Tromcháin (TROHM-CHOYN) The word cáin means a law or 
legal precedent, but it comes by extension to mean taxation — money 
distrained by governmental decree. The word trom means heavy or 
burdensome, so this compound means the ponderous rule and taxation 
of  Breass when he was appointed king over the Tuatha Dé Danann.
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